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1503.05213: Collective flow in high-multiplicity proton-proton collisions

  1404.1888: Collective interaction of QCD strings and early
                     stages of high multiplicity pA collisions

  1402.7363: Self-interacting QCD strings and string balls 



  

What systems do we consider?What systems do we consider?

 AA collision and QCD in the mixed phase

 high multiplicity pA collisions

 peripheral AA collisions

 high multiplicity pp collisions

 ultra-high energy cosmic rays 

(if time permits) 



  

SpaghettiSpaghetti



  

Motivation: multiplicity in pAMotivation: multiplicity in pA

CMS: 1305.0609Also (Poisson ○ Poisson) ≠ Negative Binomial



  

Motivation: elliptic flow in pPbMotivation: elliptic flow in pPb

CMS: 1305.0609



  

Motivation: radial flow in pPbMotivation: radial flow in pPb

CMS: 1307.3442, E. Shuryak and I. Zahed: 1301.4470

Inverse slope parameters T' from fits of pion, 
kaon, and proton spectra (both charges)



  

History: collapse to a black holeHistory: collapse to a black hole

Susskind; Horowitz and Polchinski; Damour and Veneziano.

Something like this in QCD?

Free string:

Black hole:

String ball:

S(string)=S(BH) only
at some special mass. 

Temperature T=TH. 

But the sizes don't match, 
so we need self-interaction.



  

Hagedorn phenomenonHagedorn phenomenon

Partition function for strings on a lattice



  

Hagedorn phenomenonHagedorn phenomenon

What happens with the string at the critical temperature? Let's put in on a lattice.

Partition function for strings on a lattice

Entropy factor

Energy

Hagedorn transition temperature (zero effective tension of the string)

Bringoltz & Teper '06:



  

String on a latticeString on a lattice



  

Sigma-cloudSigma-cloud

Type I dual superconductor



  

Interacting stringsInteracting strings

Without self-interaction With self-interaction



  

String ballsString balls

Applications:

1. Jet queching

2. Angular correlations



  

Jet quenchingJet quenching

flux

quark

Jet queching parameter, by definition

in our case (due to „kicks“ by the color force)

In numbers, in the mixed phase 
(min-max are because of the string density per qubic fermi):

Compare to the data of JET collaboration (1312.5003): Can be up to 1 GeV²/fm 
for a string ball!



  

Angular correlationsAngular correlations



  

SpaghettiSpaghetti



  

2D Yukawa gas2D Yukawa gas



  

Energy and energy densityEnergy and energy density



  

Elliptic flowElliptic flow



  

Cosmic raysCosmic rays

1101.5596 1310.4620

Fe

p



  

Freezeout surfacesFreezeout surfaces

p O

Fe O

Pb Pb



  

Particle spectraParticle spectra

From Cooper-Frye formula and freezeout curves (1407.3270) 

Mean pT :



  

pp with Gubser's flowpp with Gubser's flow

From Cooper-Frye formula and freezeout curves 

The data (open symbols) are from CMS, 7 TeV,
fit done by the system size parameter q in the Gubser's flow solution.
protons, kaons, pions

How to make a transition to QGP/hydro? String balls?



  

ConclusionsConclusions

 One should reconsider the QCD string phenomenology 
taking into account the interaction between strings. 
More lattice data are needed.

 Jet quenching in the inhomogeneous phases.
 One should implement the interaction in order to 

describe the collective effects in pA collisions. The 
Lund model based approaches may be improved.

 Naive energy extrapolation of the LHC results (and 
Monte-Carlo generators) for ultra-high-energy cosmic 
rays should be corrected.

 There might be hydro in pp-collisions.



  

Thank you for theThank you for the

 attention! attention!
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